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problems, results stand 
By Ashley Rueff 
Senior University Reporter 
Aft.er holding a special meeting 
Tuesday, the Faculcy Senate 
decided ro accept last week's 
faculcy election results despite 
complications with the electronic 
election process. 
Voting originally cook place 8 
a.m. Wednesday through 5 p.m. 
Thursday. That time was extended 
to 5 p.m. Friday co ensure everyone 
had a chance co vote after some 
encountered problems loading the 
voting module. 
Internet Technology Services 
was able co use the same portal 
software used in lase year's election 
during rhe extended voting time 
ro allow faculcy who encountered 
problems a chance to vote. 
"(The number of votes) was 
substantially less than last year, but 
it was still slighcly higher than in 
rhc year we used paper elections," 
said Jeff Ashley, vice chair of rhc 
senate and head of rhe faculty 
elections committee. 
Paper elections were used two 
years ago before the electronic 
elections were introduced last year. 
Neacly 200 people voted chis year, 
about 100 less than last year. 
"Without rhe glitches, we 
probably would have been closer to 
lase year's numbers," Ashley said. 
Despite rhc problems, the 
senate decided co continue using 
deccronic elections. 
"We have to show some 
confidence chat it will be corrected 
{for fucure elections)," said Assege 
HailcMariam, chair of the senate. 
"We need to give it a chance." 
Ashley agreed chat considering 
the greater convenience of 
decrronic voting and the increased 
number of votes last year, elections 
should continue to be done 
elcccronically. 
The senate agreed ro accept 
the votes received in rhe elections 
despite rhe complications because 
the faculty were given additional 
time to place their votes. 
"In general, we were just 
concerned chat steps had been taken 
chat the vote could be certified, 
chat people weren't disenfranchised 
and chat the votes would be fair," 
Ashley said. 
The senate passed a motion 
staring. "While acknowledging and 
regretting unforeseen problems in 
the conduct of the recent faculcy 
H SEE ELECTIONS, PAGE 5 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
CAMPUS I MUSIC ONLINE 
J. 
JAY GRAllEC I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
David Anderson, a sophomore computer information systems major, listens to Yahoo! music videos at the Glass Computer Lab in Booth Library on 
Tuesday afternoon. 
Ruckus comes to Eastern 
New music-sharing 
program available to 
on-campus residents 
Staff Report 
The new online music server for 
on-campus residents is ready for 
use. 
Ruckus is a music server that 
has more than 2.5 million songs 
available for download. 
Ir will also have free movies 
CAMPUS I STUDENT SENATE 
HOW TO GET RUCKUS 
n Ruckus is available to on-campus 
residents at: www.ruckus.com 
available at the beginning of 
the summer, said Peter Opere, a 
Ruckus account executive. Righr 
now, rhe program has more chan 
4,500 movies and TV shows 
available for $15 per semester. 
Students can access songs 
and download them on co rheir 
computers for free if chey live on 
MARK HUDSON I HOUSING DIRECTOR 
" So far, every song or group anyone has 
wanted is there." 
campus. 
Students can join by going to 
www.ruckus.com and downloading 
the player, which recognizes the on-
campus addresses and roures the 
student co che on-campus server. 
An EIU e-mail address is also 
needed co...join. 
The free songs cannot be put 
onto iPods, mp3 players or burned 
to a CD. The songs come as a 
Wmdows media file wirh digical 
rights management protection. 
Tf a srudem wants to use a 
» SEE RUCKUS, PAGE 5 
Student fee increases to be pro·posed 
Rising healthcare costs 
cited in possible raise 
of Health Service fee, 
Insurance fee 
By Matt Hopf 
Student Government Reporter 
An $8 increase in the Health 
Service fee and an $8 increase in 
the Srudcnc Insurance fee will 
be introduced to Student Senate 
tonight. 
The Health Service increase 
is necessary because of the rise in 
health care costs nationwide, said 
Lynette Drake, ElU Health Service 
medical director. 
The proposed increase for the 
Health Service fee would also 
include a provision that would 
lower the cap of srudents who have 
to pay che whole fee from 12 to 
nine credit hours. 
Right now, if a student is 
enrolled in less than 12 credit 
hours, they are not required co pay 
the entire Health Service fee of 
$82.90 per semester. 
Instead, they are charged a fee 
based on a race chat matches the 
12-semester hour, flat-fee rate of 
about $6.91 per credic hoUL 
Drake said students who enroll 
in nine credit hours use Health 
Z006-2007 FEES 
n Heahh Senice Fee: $82.90 
n Student lms11ra11ce Fee: $101.95 
» Textbook Relltal Fee: $7.95 per • 
credit hour 
2007 -2008 PROPOSED FEES 
11 Healtll Senice Fee: $90.90 
11 Studetit lnsuraace Fee: $109.95 
11 Textbook Rental Fee: $8.95 per 
credit hour 
Student Senate meets at 7 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola Room in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Service just as much as chose who 
enroll in 12 credit hours. 
The increase would charge 
students $10.10 per credit hour if 
they are enrolled in less than nine 
credit hours. 
Health Service has also been in 
debt for four years, she said. 
Drake said che debt is ar 
$189,000, butwithoutafeeincrease 
it will rise to $435,000 next year. 
She said with rhe fee increase, 
Health Service will be $106,000 in 
debt ac the end of next year. 
H SEE FEES, PAGE 5 
U news 
RISKING HIS LIFE 
Award-winning 
documentary, "Inside 
Iraq: The Untold 
Stories, ,., shown 
tonight by imbedded 
journalist 
By Ann Beauchane 
Staff Reporter 
Mike Sruley risked rus life every 
day so he could show people a side 
of Iraq that is rarely seen. 
Shiley is the director and 
cinematographer of "Inside Iraq," 
one of multiple films he has 
produced for his docwnentary 
video production company, Shidog 
Films. 
Shiley, afilmmaker, photographer 
and freelance journalise, will presenr 
and discuss his film, "Inside Iraq: 
The Untold Stories." 
He will show his 94-minuce 
documentary at 7 p.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
Following his lecture, thetc will 
be a question-and-answer session 
where Shiley will also cell his stories 
in an open forum. 
Shiley's story of creating "Inside 
Iraq" began in 2003. 
By char rime, he had lived in the 
Middle Ease for a y.ear, could speak 
Arabic and was already familiar 
with the culture. 
Shiley said Americans do nor 
know much about the people and 
the culru.re of the Middle East in 
general. Therefore, he made it his 
mission co raise awareness. 
"le was something I had a strong 
desire co do," Shiley said. 
He wenc to a Kink.o's, logged 
on to ABC's Web site and created 
a homemade press pass to identify 
himself as a rcporcer. 
Next, he renccd a bulletproof 
vest from the Incernec. 
He then cashed in airline miles, 
met the Arabic ABC crew, who 
could not cell the difference between 
a real press pass and Shiley's, and 
rode with them co Baghdad. 
While ocher news-crew members 
wanted to stay safe, Sruley chose co 
go ouc and travel unarmed with a 
guide. 
The U.S. Military allowed him 
to be embedded in uniform and stay 
in barracks with the lowest-ranking 
troops. 
"I acrually became a soldier 
when I was over there," said Shiley, 
an Oregon native. 
After the colonel awarded Shiley 
a combat medal for his work, Shiley 
cold the truth about his identity. 
He was expecting a negative 
reaction, but was given a second 
combat medal for bravery, instead. 
When Shiley, 39, told ABC the 
truth, they were impressed with his 
courage rather than upset. 
ABC then purchased a story 
from Iraq chat Shiley produced. 
"I was literally flying by the seac 
of my pants," Shiley said. "I had 
absolucely notrung planned out." 
He did not have the money, 
resources or enough knowledge to 
plan anything. 
"I was very welcomed by the 
Iraqi people," Shiley said. "They 
were kind ro me, open-minded and 
open-hearted." 
Shiley said people chink Iraqis 
are a, bunch of rcrror~C$. and, ~ha.c 
SUBMITTED PHOTO 
Mike Shiley director of "Inside Iraq: The Untold Stories, in Baghdad. 
is nor the case. Mose Iraqis are good 
people wanting a better life for 
themselves, he said. 
"le is very bizarre how scary it is 
over there," Shiley said. "They are 
as much victims of what's going on 
rhere as we are." 
Every day they live wirh a fear 
of leaving rheir homes and noc 
knowing whether they are going to 
make ic back alive. 
"I absolucely risked my life every 
single moment of every single day," 
Shiley said. 
The lraqi people are very similar 
co us and they wane che same things 
we want, Shiley said. 
For us co be successful, he said, 
we need to do more co help them. 
Shiley said his discussion will 
look ar resolutions co the problems 
in Iraq. 
'Tm not just going to criticize 
and complain, but put forth some 
solutions of how we can resolve chis 
thing peacefully and successfully," 
Shiley said. 
Many film reviews mention 
the unbiased quality, which is a 
large pare of why, in the past four 
years, "Inside Iraq" has won four 
best documentary awards, been co 
15 film festivals, has been shown 
in seven countries, and Shiley has 
personally shown it 400 rimes. 
"We saw him when he showcased 
ac the NACA {National Association 
for Campus Activities) conference 
in Peoria and ic was a good show," 
said Kendall Patterson, University 
Board lectures coordinator. "We 
hope many students will attend." 
Patterson said it is good to see 
beyond what we are shown by the 
media every day. We gee co see an 
insider's look and behind-the-scenes 
footage. 
Thomas Schroyer, who has 
composed the soundtracks for 
most of Shiley's films, said he is 
entertaining and a good speaker. 
Schroyer also said audiences 
should be impressed by the face 
that Sruley went to Iraq alone and 
is now promoting his documentary 
independently rather than 
depending on other people or film 
festivals. 
"He cook the marketing concept 
and did it by himself," Schroyer 
said. 
Shiley is only releasing this film 
to college campuses. He has received 
offers co release "Inside Iraq" co 
theatres, but he wants co show ic to 
the generation who is fighting chis 
war and who is going co have co pay 
for it. 
Shiley said he believes this is 
a big problem and chat college 
students can scop it, which is why 
he goes directly to them. 
It might be inspirational for 
people in film, music and other arcs, 
and it contains valuable foorage as 
well, Schroyer said. -.. 
"I cry co educate, inform and 
inspire," Shiley said. 
He also likes co give career advice 
co students who wane co go beyond 
expectations and make a difference 
in the world. 
For those who would like more 
information or who cannot attend 
the screening and would like a 
DVD of the film, Shiley encourages 
rhem co visit his Web site at www. 
insideiraqthemovie.com. 
DVDs will also be available for 
pucchase at the show and Shiley will 
autograph them. 
In addition, a Facebook group 
of his can be found with more 
information, photographs and 
activities about "Inside Iraq." 
"I invite people of all policical 
viewpoints co come view the 
show," Shiley said. "I want people 
of all walks of life co sec it. There is 
something for everyone." 
. , The screening is free and open co 
the public. 1 • 
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New lower rates for 2007 
3 Bedroom Apartments 
(behind su6way I 
•New Carpet/Furniture • 11/2 bathrooms 
•Free Covered Parking • Onsite Laundry • disliwaslier 
Close to Campus • Call SOON for signing BONUS 
For In o Call Beck at 345-0936 
~~~ 
Spring Informational 
Come see what our sisterhood is 
all about! 
Wednesday March 28th 
6:00 p.m. 
LLL Chapter House 
1030 Greek Court 
Call Tressa for questions 
or a ride 
84 7 -313-5362 
TODAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
68° I s1 · 64. I s2· 10· I 59· 
T-sho\'/ers Isolated T-storms Ooudy 
JOHN BAilif I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Freshmen Sean McNulty and Amanda Priebe listen as Lauren Smith, professor and chairperson of the Women's Studies department at University of 
Wisconsin-Whitewater, speaks to students about HIV/AIDS Tuesday afternoon at Tarble Arts Center. 
AIDS in Africa hits close to home 
Students gather to hear about 
meeting disease face-to-face 
Tearria Ruffin 
Campus Reporter 
The man could barely speak after he learned 
he had lost seven of his family members back 
home. 
His home is a tiny village in Burkina Faso. 
Before the evenrs, he was once a storyteller 
who rold stories of his boyhood in Africa's Sahel 
region. 
Now his voice is mure and there aren't stories 
of joy. All that can be heard from that night 
is the voice of his daughter weeping for the 
grandmother she never knew. 
"Mama, I wanr my grandma. I want ro see 
my grandma," said the child. 
Seeing her family in distress encouraged the 
wife to cake action. 
She decided ro crave! halfway around the 
world and meet the HN virus face ro face. 
"So I did the one thing I can think of, besides 
CAMPUS I SCIENCEFEST 
sending more money," said Lauren Smith, author 
and professor of women's studies at University 
of Wisconsin-Whitewater in her essay, "The 
Widows' Tale." 
Afr.er caking four trips to Burkina Faso, 
Smith compiled her stories of the Africans most 
affected with HN/AIDS and shared ir with 
Eastern studenrs Tuesday. 
About 40 srudenrs and faculty attended the 
presentation. 
Smith opened with an introduction that 
described how the series of death in her husband's 
family affected life at home. After learning about 
the statistics in Africa, Smith became motivated 
to visit her husband's homeland and cake a fuse 
encounter with the people affected by HNI 
AIDS. 
"AIDS cake the people who earn the money 
and work the fields," Smith said. "They leave the 
elderly and children behind." 
Burkina Faso is the third-poorest country in 
che world, according co a profile from the United 
Nations. 
''A lot of money gers vacuumed by the 
president," Smith said. "le is a very impoverished 
country." 
Smith's essay focused on Veronique and her 
experiences. Veronique was left to cake care of 
four orphans whose parents died of AIDS. Each 
day she struggled to make a living of a field of 
miller and other vegetables. 
"The disease has a feminine face in Africa," 
said Penka Skachkova, director of women's 
studies. 
After her presentation, Smith said money 
and power play a major role in the way HIV and 
Aids is handled in counrries like Burkina Faso. 
"Ic's very much a disease thac affecrs women," 
Smith said. "They don'c feel they have a lot of 
power." 
Senior finance major Abdoulaye Traore, who 
is from Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina 
Faso, said that although the essay was nice and 
it was courageous of Smith co live in a poverry-
stricken area, he still doesn't wane studenrs 
and the resc of the world co focus on negative 
attributes. 
"I think by being involved in the fight against 
AIDS ic shows to the resc of the world chat people 
are really concerned about the problem," Traore 
said. "The country needs to show a political 
willingness co fight the disease." 
ScienceFest has clean focus 
Global warming and its effects 
on society presented in lectures 
Staff Report 
John Stimac thinks global warming will 
ultimately have an impact on the future society. 
He said the United Sraces should be proactive 
in the reduction of polluranrs that whither away 
the owne layer. 
"Rather than wait until the consequences are 
too severe or beyond a critical threshold, there 
needs co be discussions and actions taken now," 
Stimac said. 
"Whether the United States acrs alone, or 
in concert with other countries, we should lead 
by example in reducing global greenhouse gas 
emissions," he added. 
Global warming and its effecr on society is 
the primary focus for this year's ScienceFesc. 
The event begins with a showing of the 
Academy Award winning movie by Al Gore, "An 
Inconvenienr Truth," at 7 tonight in the Phipps 
Auditorium in the Physical Science building. 
"ScienceFo.st is· a .Cdebracion in th~ COilege-
of Sciences, showcasing the excellence of our 
undergraduace and graduate studenrs' research 
and achievemenrs this past year," Stimac said. 
"le is also the rime we honor our outstanding 
faculty for some of their work as ceachers and 
mencors to the studenrs," he said. 
After the movie, geology and geography 
professor Cameron Craig will lead a discussion 
of the film. 
There will also be a panel discussion on the 
impacc of climate change on society at 2 p.m. on 
• Friday in the University Ballroom in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Stimac described the topic of global warming 
as flying under the radar until now. 
"I feel chat the topic has gone unnoticed by 
the general public for years and char the sciencific 
community has known about this for years," he! 
said. 
He hopes that students will remember what 
they have learned here ac Eastern. 
"I would hate co think that it will be years 
before they realize that something that one of 
their professors back at EIU said 20 years ago 
is coming true for them and their children," 
Stimac said. 
··one cliing co ~ember about global 
warming: We are all part of the solution," he 
said. "The steps we all need co cake are small, buc 
they can add up to significant savings." 
Ocher events of ScienceFest include a Cajun-
style banquet followed by a lecture by Daniel 
Sandweiss, an archaeologist, who will discuss 
the climate changes and maritime adaptations in 
Larin America on Thursday at 6 p.m. 
Also, there will be a presentation titled "Scace 
of the College" by Mary Anne Hanner, dean 
of the college of sciences, followed by student/ 
faculty awards on Friday at 3:30 p.m . 
FAST FACTS 
Tips 011 whit to do to help coatrol the climlte 
change: 
" Replace the conventional bulbs in the five most 
frequently used fight fixtures in your residence with bulbs 
that have the Energy Start label. 
" Clean air filters regularly and have heating and coor.ng 
equipment tuned annually by a hc:ensed contractor. Also. 
don't forget to recycle 
11 Go easy on the brakes and 9as pedal Avo d hard 
accelerations and reduce time spent idling. 
11 Try taking public transportation, walking or carpool ng. 
Atlanta guitarist plays last 
Open Mic Night until finals 
,, Open Mic Night will feature 
Chris (.auley at 7 tonight in 7th St. 
Underground. 
The Atlanta-born guitarist plays at 
colleges across the country. 
He released his debut album "Fish 
out of Water" on Red Drum Records. 
University Board sponsors the event 
and it will be the final Open Mic Night 
before the Open Mic finals April 12. 
Expo at Union to offer several 
seminars for transfer students 
,, The Transfer Relations Office will 
host a Transfer Student Expo from 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The event will begin with tips 
for adult and continuing students in 
the Arcola Room and a seminar on 
overcoming emotional obstacles in the 
Effingham Room. 
Other scheduled seminars include 
help with getting involved in school 
functions and making your career 
choice count. 
The transfer student talk will be held 
in the Effingham Room at 11 :30 a.m. 
and 1 p.m. 
For more information, call the 
Transfer Relations office at 581-2120. 
- Marco Santana, Campus Editor 
University Board now accepting 
applications for next fall 
» The University Board is now 
accepting applications to fill next 
semester's positions. 
UB consists of many specific 
committees, each responsible for a 
particular category of entertainment. 
Four positions are currently 
available including concert elect, movie, 
comedy and productions coordinator. 
Applications are available in the 
Student Activity Center located on the 
second floor of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
UB members plan to hold interviews 
during the next three weeks. 
For more information, call the UB 
office at 581-5117 or visit www.eiu. 
edu/-uboard. 
- Beth Hackett, Senior Activities 
Reporter 
our mistakes 
» Marlise Davidson's name was 
misspelled on Page 10 of Tuesday's 
edition of the Daily Eastern News. 
Information in the story about bar 
hour extension on Page 3 of Tuesday's 
edition of the Daily Eastern News was 
misattributed. 
Tom Noble, manager of H&H shuttle 
bus, said the increase of $.75 to $1.50 
per student would pay for an additional 
shuttle bus. 
The DEN regrets the errors. 
COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for future editions 
please contact our news editor, Cathy 
Bayer, via: 
Phone I 581-7942, 
E-mail I DENnewsdeslt@gmail.com 
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard 1lall. 
COLUMNIST I MAURICE TRACY 
Say what? 
I confess; the English language is 
hopelessly inadequate. 
Language in general is hopelessly 
inadequate. 
Communication seems to be a never-
ending exercise in futiliry. 
When I acrually pause and think how 
often I am misunderstood or how often 
I misunderstand someone else, I wonder 
how much I truly understand and hear 
what other people are trying to say and how 
much they understand and hear me. 
We all talk, wrire, pick apart each other's 
grammar and accenrs. 
We debate whether to use "soda" or 
"pop." 
Yer, we rarely communicate with each 
other. 
It seems when it comes to true 
communication, we assume that the person 
on the receiving end of our sentence, phrase 
or paragraph should just know whar we 
mean, feel and think. 
We often assume wrong. 
Technically, we probably should all slow 
down and rake the rime co explain and 
elaborate whar iris we are "trying to say," 
bur the truth is we all are "too busy" and 
self-involved co spare a momenc co listen lee 
alone explain ourselves. 
We want everything "microwaved" for us 
and expect it to have oven roasred flavor. 
Bur thar is not how it works. 
So what do we do? 
We rely on diche riddled - we don't 
even try co reinvent the diches - pop 
psychology and we ralk about "safe" 
subjecrs. 
We lee others sing, write and paint about 
what we feel and think. 
Then, we all trade these common stories, 
pictures and words and call it language and 
think that we are communicating with each 
other. 
We lie to ourselves. 
We are only approximating what we fed 
and think. 
We rarely concretely and accurately 
convey whar it is char B.oars about our head. 
I propose thar we each take a lirtle time 
this week co acrually sir down with someone 
and concretely convey whar it is that we 
want, desire, need, feel or think, and we 
don't only discuss the "safe" subjecrs. 
Instead, risk offense and being offended. 
Realize that rhe words coming forth from 
both you and the other person are really 
owned by you or him or her. 
Thus you are rrUly communicating and 
not just talking. 
Maurice 
Tracy 
Maurice tracy is an English graduate student. He 
can be reached at maurice.tracy@gmail.com 
TO COMMENT. .... 
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Smoking policy needs update 
The possibility of a campuswide smoking 
ban was rhe hot topic last semester, and the 
university should follow up with ir. 
The Faculry Senate approved a 
carnpuswide smoking ban Oct. 17 co make 
the campus smoke-free by July 1, 2008. 
The Committee for Universiry Planning 
and Budget also voted 15-12 in favor of a 
smoke-free campus ar irs Oct. 20 meeting. 
The Student Government, however, 
opposed che smoking ban on Nov. 1, 
encouraging the universiry instead ro enforce 
the current smoking policy. 
Thar policy states: "Smoking may 
be permitted in private rooms only on 
designated floors of selected residence halls. 
Smoking may be permitted in university-
owned private residences." 
Although ir was updated in 2002, this 
policy remains our of dare. In rhe summer of 
2006, Gov. Blagojevich signed a law banning 
smoking in residence halls. 
The policy continues: "Smoking is 
prohibited in all universiry facilities, 
including universiry vehicles. Smoking is 
further prohibited in outdoor areas where 
searing is provided, such as: athletic conresrs, 
concerrs and other rypes of entertainment 
and productions." 
The policy also scares that smoking is 
permitted in "designated outdoor smoking 
areas adjacent co buildings, but not in 
airlocks or entry ways. 
But it's common co see srudenrs and 
faculry smoking right ourside doorways of 
universiry buildings. 
This pan of the policy is not being 
implemented at all. 
It needs co be put into effect ro make our 
campus safer. 
In a special ro rhe Chicago 
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Tribune, Dr. David Cook, executive ar 
Central DuPage Hospira! and presidenr-
elecr of the Greater Midwest affiliate of the 
American Heart Association discussed the 
dangers of secondhand smoke. 
"The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention estimates that secondhand smoke 
kills around 46,000 non-smokers from 
coronary heart disease each year," he said. 
Eascern's policy stares, "The right of non-
smokers ro protect their health and comfort 
shall rake precedence over another person's 
right ro smoke." 
If this truly is the case, the university 
should enforce che policy. 
If a person is asked co put out a cigarette 
by a non-smoker, rhe person is supposed co 
comply, according to the current policy. 
If chat person does nor comply, the case 
can be reporred co the Office of Judicial 
Affairs. 
If a case were reported co judicial affairs, 
the person is subject co a fine. First-time 
violators would face a $50 fine. 
Bue Robyn Paige, judicial adviser, said 
she's never had a case reported. 
"I do not ever recall any reports coming 
to our office for a student found smoking in 
a non-smoking area on campus aside from 
in a non-smoking residence hall room," she 
GUEST COLUMNIST I DANIEL GIBSON-REINEMER 
Fish supply decreasing 
(U-Wire) "This is a bad meal because we 
have no fish." 
A friend of mine heard this phrase several 
rimes each day while spending a year in che 
Marshall Islands, a series of islands in che 
South Pacific surrounded by vase expanses of 
ocean. 
Given the small amount of land available, 
residenrs of the islands traditionally relied on 
fish to provide much of the protein in their 
diet. So why are they now going without 
fish? To see rhe answer first-hand, srop by the 
seafood counter next rime you gee groceries. 
No problem better exemplifies the 
phrase "think globally, acr locally" than the 
depletion of the world's fish srocks. The 
decisions we make at the grocery score and 
restaurants have direct impacrs on rhe srarus 
of fish populations on a global scale. 
Fisheries expert Daniel Pauly of rhe 
Universiry of British Columbia described the 
fust known example of the problem. 
Archaeological evidence from abouc 
90,000 years ago, Pauly said, shows fishers 
in modem Congo heavily exploited a 
now-extinct catfish species. "This pattern 
of fisheries excerrninaring the population 
upon which they originally relied, and then 
moving to other species, has been going on 
ever since," said Pauly. 
Evidence from analysis of global fisheries 
suggests we've not yer learned the lesson. 
Simply put, we cannot remove more fish 
from the seas each year rhan the populations 
can replace. 
Records of roral annual harvest of fish 
from che Food and Agriculture Organizacion 
of the United Nations show harvest levels 
have remained stagnant since the lace 
1980s. Yet che past rwo decades have 
seen unprecedented improvements in rhe 
technology used to locate fish and efficiency 
in capturing them. 
Further, we are exploiting populations 
chat have been hisrorically unavailable or 
undesirable co harvest. 
To maintain che levels of production of 
years past, we have been forced to exploit 
more remot~ fish populations - precisely 
because the harvesrs of traditional stocks 
have nor been sustainable. 
In 2006, che journal Science published an 
article char predicted a complete collapse of 
global fish stocks in 2048 if current practices 
continue. Importantly, the same article 
noted ir is not coo lace to avoid the predicted 
collapses. 
Forrunarely, even people in a landlocked 
scare have the abiliry co help the status of 
global fish scocks. 
For srarrers, gee a seafood wallet card 
from the Audubon Sociery (seafood. 
audubon.org). This lists popular seafood 
choices based on their environmental impacr 
and susrainabiliry. By purchasing responsible 
seafood, we support the fishers who make 
their living without destroying resources 
and reduce the economic incentive co fish 
irresponsibly. In addicion to making a 
sratement through your seafood purchases, 
become informed about issues affecting 
seafood and let Congress know ir's an 
impo~nt issue. For instance, aquaculture 
provides an increasingly large share of the 
fish we ear. However, mosr operations still 
rely on wild-caught fuh co feed the fanned 
fish, often requiring several pounds of wild 
fish co be harvested co produce a single 
pound of fanned fish. 
(U.S.-raised cilapia is a safe and casry 
alternative ro this problem, as tllapia 
consume a more vegetable-based dier.) 
The decisions our government makes 
today about aquaculture will have a 
profound impact on rhe oceans in the 21st 
cenrury. To read up on the status of ocean 
fisheries in greater depth, check out the April 
issue of National Geographic magazine. 
Residencs of the Marshall Islands are 
going wirhour fish because che increased 
global demand for seafood and the decline of 
traditional supplies have pushed fleers inro 
the waters supplying food for the islands. 
Ulcimately, their problem is ours. What 
happens in rhe Marshall Islands today will 
happen in American markets evenrually. 
We decide the face of the ocean's fish 
with our shopping cares. If we want to 
enjoy seafood for rhe nexr century, we must 
purchase responsibly today. 
said. 
"I would rend ro believe this rype of 
behavior often goes unreported perhaps 
because people are unaware thar there are 
designated areas or unsure of co whom such 
a violation should be reported." 
If rules can't be effectively enforced, 
Eastern should ban smoking campuswide. 
In response to the Faculty Senate's 
proposal and rhe Srudenc Government's 
recommendation, a committee was co be 
formed in late December or early January 
to look ar the university's current smoking 
policy and find ways ro change and/or 
improve the policy. 
Bur the university hasn't addressed che 
issue yet. 
Dan Nadler, vice president for srudenr 
affairs, said the Scaff Senate has been engaged 
in conversations about the smoking policy, 
bur has not reached a point at which they are 
ready co make a recommendation. 
"The committee has been placed on hold 
until all recommendations are received," he 
said. 
But Eastern should be on rop of the issue. 
There has been no mention of the 
proposal or committee the entire semester. 
According co the American Nonsmokers' 
Rights Foundation, as of Jan. 12, no Illinois 
schools were entirely smoke-free. Several 
colleges have no smoking in residence halls 
or university buildings. 
Eastern should sec a precedent and be the 
first college from Illinois to create a smoke-
free campus. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily 
Eastern News editorial board. 
Reach the Opinions editor at 
DENopinions@gmail.com. 
FEATURED BLOGGER 
"St. Louis Cardinals' manager Tony 
LaRussa was arrested Thursday for 
suspicion of drunken driving. 
Not only is it an embarrassment 
to LaRussa, his family and the 
Cardinals organization, it's an 
embarrassment 
to each and every 
Cardinals fan." 
SCOTT RICHEY 
YOUR TURN I LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Hit Mix sounds 
like everyone else 
Hit Mix 88.9 WEIU/FM is now a 
pathetic joke, a "quasi-commercial" station 
chat holds an accual non-commercial public 
license. 
This is co be expected since control of 
the Radio/TV Cencer was moved from the 
Office of Academic Affairs co the Office of 
External Relations in the lace 1990s. 
From rhac moment on, under the 
direction of Jill Nilsen, there has been a 
concerted and now successful arrempr co 
dumb down radio programming, destroying 
the concept of cultural diversity char was the 
srapon's specific mission. 
WEIU/FM is now indistinguishable 
from every other "white" local pop station 
in chis area. Ir is now free of all "big ciry" 
influences chat include classical, jazz, blues, 
world and hip hop music. 
Now, when we curn on WEIU/FM, 
we can repeat rhe manrra: "Ir sounds like 
everyone else. We are like everyone else." 
The Pod People up in External Relations 
have won. We can thank Nilsen for her 
sterling Pod People leadership sryle. 
Joe Heumann I Communication studies professor 
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elections, the faculry senate believes 
char reasonable accommodations, 
made in timely fashion, were 
sufficient co ensure a fair and 
legitimate voting process." 
"EIU/IT does not develop or invent any of 
this (software) . It comes from external 
suppliers ... I cannot guarantee 100 percent 
reliability for everything we support." 
RIM dispatches new round 
of 405 letters to colleges 
Chat Chatterji, assistant vice 
president for ITS, said chc problem 
with the software occurred because 
the voting module encountered 
problems when some users rried 
to use it in the Internet Explorer 6 
browser. 
Updates ro both the browser 
and co the Oracle portal software 
that was used caused a reacrion chat 
would not allow voters to use their 
voting ballots. 
"EIU/IT does noc develop or 
invent any of chis stuff," Charrerji 
said. "It comes from external 
suppliers, some very well known; 
for example Oracle and Microsoft 
in this case. Therefore, I cannot 
guarantee 100 percent reliabiliry 
for everything we support and I do 
not know of anyone in my business 
who does." 
Ashley said be is concerned 
that management issues and a 
rearrangement of positions at ITS 
might have caused some problems 
with the eleccions. 
» Ruckus 
FROM PAGE 1 
Ruckus song on an MP3 player 
they can buy the feacure for $20 
per semester. 
The Universiry of Illinois, 
Northern Illinois Universiry 
and Bradley Universiry all have 
Ruckus. 
Jared Rowcliffe, a resident 
assistant ac McKinney Hall, has 
tested the program online for 
Housing and Dining Services for 
more than a year. 
He said since the program has 
been available on the Eastern server 
the time required for downloads 
has decreased significantly. 
While it once cook about 30 
seconds to download an album, ic 
now takes less than 10 seconds, he 
said. 
Rowcliffe has ycc co see any 
problems from a usage standpoint. 
•The variery is there and I have 
found nothing to complain about," 
he said. 
Ruckus partners with all four 
"We didn't quire understand 
why a management decision was 
made co reorganize ITS in such 
a way chat certain people with 
experience in certain areas were 
placed outside of their expertise," 
Ashley said. "If they had somebody 
that worked on it last year and we 
had a system chat they designed 
and we knew worked, wouldn't 
it be easier for everybody to use 
the same person and the same 
system?" 
The faculty senate executive 
committee met with President Lou 
Hencken; Blair Lord, provost and 
vice president for academic affairs; 
and Jeff Cooley, vice president 
of business affairs, on Monday 
to discuss what happened with 
elections. 
They determined that business 
affairs, the office which controls 
ITS, should begin an internal 
and external evaluation process of 
management and internal activities. 
"We approached this (meeting) 
in the spirit of problem solving," 
HailcMariam said. 
Just as ocher entities on campus 
go through evaluation processes 
such as student evaluations and 
academic accreditations, they 
determined chat the office of 
business affairs should also undergo 
an internal evaluation. 
"Cooley agreed that if other 
areas within campus arc being 
· evaluated, maybe it's a healthy 
thing to have somebody from the 
outside look at business affairs," 
Ashley said. HaileMariam said 
she was impressed with Cooley's 
openness during cheir meeting. 
"He was very open in identifying 
the problems and reetifying them," 
she said. 
The senate expects to an!1ouncc 
the results of the election next 
Tuesday. 
JARED ROWCLIFFE I RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
"The variety is there and I have found 
nothing to complain about." 
of the major record labels and 
hundreds of independent labels. 
If an album comes out at night, 
students wilJ be able co access it 
by morning on Ruckus, Opcre 
said. 
Bue it is portable in a sense, said 
Housing Director Mark Hudson, 
because students can put the 
music on their laptops and take it 
anywhere. 
Hudson compared it to a high-
tcch jukebox. 
The on-campus server arrived at 
Eastern in lace fall and was installed 
by Information Technology 
Services. The server was ready by 
the scare of the spring semester, but 
Ruckus was not. Ruckus underwent 
a change to include advertisements 
in the program. 
The program now features 
advertisements for other services 
and is free co che universiry. 
By having the server on campus 
the downloads are faster because it 
cues down on bandwidth, Hudson 
said. 
The week before spring break, 
some resident assistants reseed chc 
program co see if scudents could 
connect to the on-campus server 
and to see if the server could support 
the demand. The test passed and 
the RAs faced little problems so 
housing decided co give all scudents 
a chance co try it ouc. 
"So far every song or group 
anyone has wanted is there," 
Hudson said. 
Ruckus' features include new 
music added every week and the 
abiliry to post reviews of the music 
on the server. Students can also 
create and share their own playlists 
with friends. 
Students accused of 
illegal music-sharing 
By David Hendricks 
The Post (Ohio U.) 
(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohio -
The Recording Industry Association 
of America .sent 405 more pre-
litigarion serdcment letters co 14 
colleges nationwide Wednesday, 
but Ohio Universiry isn't among 
chose schools. 
The fallout from the last round 
of RlAA letters, which accused 50 
OU students of sharing music, 
continues on campus as students 
and their families struggle co pay 
a $3,000 settlement required to 
avoid a lawsuic. 
The deadline for OU students 
deciding to setcle a lawsuit with the 
RlAA passed lase week.. The RlAA 
targeted only students living on 
campus. 
The universiry forwarded 50 
letters identifying srudencs by 
their Internet provider addresses co 
80 students at the end of Winter 
Quarcer. Scudents sharing a room 
share an IP address, which increased 
the number of letters received. 
Roomaces were left co decide if 
they should settle or go to court, 
and who should pay how much. 
"I can't afford to pay $750 (for 
each song)," said Wayne. the father 
of a freshman who received a prc-
litigation secilemcnc letter. Wayne, 
who asked chat his lase name be 
» Fees 
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An even larger increase would 
have to be required if the debt was 
co be eliminated in one year, she 
said. 
Student Insurance is also 
looking for a f cc increase because 
of rising healthcare coses, said 
Lennie Heddins, Eascern's medical 
insurance specialist. 
She said the increase was 
necessary co continue to provide 
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withheld co protect the idenciry of 
his daughter, said chat she called 
him crying after reading the letter. 
He criticized the univcrsiry for 
not blocking file sharing on its 
network and rhc RlAA for making 
an example of a few srudents. 
"I own one truck outright ... and 
I had co give the udc of the truck 
to my credit union," Wayne said. 
klhat's the only way I could (pay 
the settlement}." 
Moving on was the primary 
concern for Judy Kern, who said 
she spent days researching file-
sharing litigation and spoke with 
five attorneys before deciding to 
settle. Kern's daughter, an OU 
sophomore, was che recipient of a 
pre-litigation scrclemcnt letter. 
"I don't think (.6lc-sbarers} truly 
understand the position they're 
putting themselves in," Kem said. 
"(The RlAA) is ruthless; they just 
don't care." 
The univcrsiry was in a difficult 
situation, but made the righc 
choice when it forwarded letters co 
students, Kern said. 
Danny Felkner, a freshman 
music education major, was in 
Florida when the RlAA sent letters 
to his home and his dorm room. 
He decided co settle and will pay 
$3,250 over six months. 
"I really don't know how I'm going 
co pay for college," Felkner said. 
Four days after the RIAA's 
letters arrived at OU, the universiry 
decided co forward its letters to 
srud<;nts. allowing chem co choose 
to settle or prepare for a lawsuit. 
the plan to scudents. 
"It is the only optional fee," she 
said. "Students can elect co waive 
it if they have equal or greater 
coverage." 
In ocher business, a $1 per credit 
hour increase in the textbook rental 
fee will be voted on. 
According to Student Senate 
Speaker Jeff Lange, there bas been 
a lot of positive reaction co the 
proposal. 
"From what I can tell we'll sec 
some discussion, but people arc for 
it in the long run," Lange said. 
12.711- All aHowa BEFORE 8 PM 
l:J.50- All EVENING SHOWS 
BRIDGE TO TERIBITHIA (PG) 
DAILY 7:00 
GHOST RIDER (PG13) 
DAILY 6:45 
TMNT (PG) 4 00 6:15 8:30 
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) 4·40 7:00 9:20 
SHOOTER (R) 4:30 7"1510:05 
THE HILLS HAVE EYES 2 (R) 5:30 
7:5010:20 
WILD HOGS (PG 13) 4:20 6:50 9:30 
300 (R)4.50 730 1010 
PREMONITION (PG 13) 5:00 7:40 
10:00 
DEAD SILENCE (R) 515 8:0010:15 
AMAZING GRACE (PG) 3:50 6:30 9:10 
BREACH (PG 13) 410 6:40 9:40 
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Evaluating the candidates 
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Student body President Sean Anderson jokes 
with English professor David Radavich and other 
members of the Board of Trustees before getting 
down to business in the Martinsville Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Tuesday 
afternoon. 
According to Dr. Robert Webb, chair of the 
Presidential Search Advisory Committee and 
vice chair of the BOT, the presidential search 
committee and the BOT met to discuss the 500 
evaluations of presidential candidates submitted 
by members of the campus community. 
The three candidates for Eastern's new 
president were interviewed last week. 
William Perry, vice provost at Texas A & M 
University in College Station, Texas, visited 
Eastern's campus on March 18 and 19. 
Eastern Provost and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, Blair Lord, was interviewed 
March 20 and 21 . 
Sue Kiefer Hammersmith, provost and vice 
chancellor for Academic Affairs at the University 
of Wisconsin-Green Bay visited Eastern on March 
22 and 23. 
The evaluations that were submitted were 
discussed at the Board of Trustees meeting, which 
was closed to the public. 
A decision for Eastern's new president can be 
expected later this week or early next week. 
Colleges Against Cancer to help with local event 
College program aids in 
finding a cure 
By Beth Hackett 
Senior Actlvities Reporter 
Matt Thompson docs not want 
to see anyone go through what he 
did. 
When he was in high school, 
Thompson lost his father to cancer. 
His experience inspired him to 
join Colleges Against Cancer, where 
he is now the president. 
"I want to inform people on how 
co prevent cancer and try to end this 
terrible disease," Thompson said. 
As president, he said he tries 
to get rhe group involved with as 
much as possible. 
CAC aims to eliminate cancer 
while providing and supporring 
American Cancer Sociery programs 
Park Place A )artmenrs 
on the comer of 7th & Grant 
next ro the Union 
CALL FOR 
2007RATES 







on college campuses. 
The group attends regional 
summits, speaks ro Charlesron 
Middle School students about 
smoking and cancer awareness, and 
attends an annual health fur. 
Each year, CAC participates in 
Relay for Life and chis year it will 
take place ac 6 p.m. Friday ar the 
Campus Pond. 
Lisa Amacher, ACS and CAC 
member, said the college program 
began in 200 I by three Chicago 
area reens who had been indirectly 
affected by cancer. 
Amacher said the 6rsc chapters 
were at the Universiry of Illinois 
and Northern Illinois Universiry, 
and Eastern joined in 2004. 
"Teams can do everything they 
need to do for ACS events online 
including signing up, crearing 
personal pages, donating and 
posring or reading bullerins," she 
said. 
RELAY FOR LIFE 
"When: 6 p.m. Friday to 6 a.m 
Saturday 
11 Where: The Panther Tran 
" Donation: $25 per team 
" Doaation: $25 per team 
• Deadfiae for registratioa: FridaJ 
To email the Eastern CAC chapter. 
eiucac@yahoo.com. 
Information about cancer is avallable at 
the HERC office or at www.acs.org 
Par Miller of the American 
Cancer Sociery said she decided 
to work with programs aiming co 
eliminate cancer after her brother 
passed away from colon cancer. 
"We have. so many activities 
throughout each· year which raise 
money for cancer patients and it is 
really just a great cause," she said. 
People can get involved 
and work with CAC to help 
fighr cancer through grassroots 
advocacy, prevention and early 
detection education, Relay For 
Life, and activities honoring cancer 
survivors. 
The entire program is designed 
to allow students, facuJry and sraff 
co work through many differenr 
channels to elirninare cancer. Each 
college involved with the program 
has a local office to help support: 
and guide the students and events. 
"It is an amazing support system 
to be involved with," Amacher said. 
Amacher is the local ACS official 
for Eastern. 
She said she had not realized 
what ACS and Relay for Life had 
done for cancer patients, and she 
encouraged everyone to be a part of 
the group. 
The money raised at che ACS 
functions goes coward advocacy, 
research, each individual event, 
rides for patients, treatment, wigs, 
support groups and the Senate Bill 
500. 
If passed, chis bill will require 
Illinois co be smoke-free; therefore, 
ACS will be donaring to the cause. 
Miller said it is extremdy easy 
to sign up as a volunteer, and 
most people who volunreer and 
participate wich each event come 
back every year. 
There is no cost or initiation co 
become a member of CAC. 
"You just have co come ro che 
meetings with an open mind and 
che same goal of wanting ro cure 
cancer that che rest of us have," 
Thompson said. "We are all here for 
the same reason, and chat is because 
cancer has touched our lives in one 





Police solve baffling 
case after 14 years 
The Associated Pre-;s 
CHICAGO - 'Ihe victims all 
were shoe. Some were scabbed. 
Their bodies were found in a walk-
in freezer and a cooler. 
Forgiveness 
The execution-style murders of 
seven people at Brown's Chicken 
& Pasta restaurant in Palatine 
on Jan. 8, 1993 made national 
headlines and spooked residencs of 
che Chicago suburb, leaving them 
co wonder who was responsible 
and whether the culprit or culprits 
would scrike again. 
Beginning Wednesday, a 
suburban appliance installer with 
no history of criminal violence will 
stand trial for the grisly murders, 
more than 14 years a~er the crime 
srunned residents and baffled 
veteran sleuths. 
ANTONIO PEREZ I CHICAGO TRIBUNE 
Sue Pilgreen holds a portrait of her 21-year-old son Jerod at her Poplar Grove, Illinois home on March 16, 
2007. Jerod and three others were killed March 10 in a North Side fire allegedly started by a homeless 
woman. Pilgreen says she has forgiven the woman. 
STATE I TRAGEDY 
Juan Luna was jusc 18 when 
he and a friend allegedly walked 
into the restaurant ar closing time 
and carried our the killings during 
a robbery that necced less than 
$2,000, prosecutors said. 
Boy was prepared for heaven 
Killed were restauranc owners 
Richard and Lynn Ehlerifeldc, 
and employees Michael Castro, 
16, Guadalupe Maldonado, 46, 
Thomas Mennes, 32, Marcus 
Neilsen, 31, and Rico Solis, 17. 
Palatine Mayor Rica Mullins 
said the brutal crime changed the 
close-knic suburb. 
"There were many parencs char 
did not allow cheir children co 
have after-school or summer jobs 
because there were rwo children 
involved," said Mullins, a long 
time resident who was serving her 
first cerm in 1993. "le was the loss 
of innocence for the community." 
Woman loses three 
generations of family 
The Associated Press 
PEORIA, fil - A woman who 
lost her son, father and brother in 
a boating accident this month said 
Monday that she draws strength 
from their memories and their 
faith. 
Erica Hunter said goodbye co her 
8-year-old son Kalin on Monday, 
whose body was recovered from 
Clinton Lake following an cight-
day search. 
Huncer said she had talked 
co her son about heaven after he 
underwent surgery in December for 
RUD Ill ONS 
March 30-31 
Registration: 
5:38- 6:38pm Lantz Main Hall 
Where: 
EIU Student Rec Center 
First Cut: March 38 
Second Cut: March 31 
Details&> Forms: 
http:/ / www.eiu.edu/-pinkpan 
Questions: 
Lisa Dallas, I mdallas@eiu.edu 
March 28th 
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a rare disorder that caused rumors 
co grow on his leg. 
When he was cold there was 
no pain or medical appointments 
in heaven, and char he could play 
basketball all the rime, she said he 
cold her he couldn't wait co go. 
"I had co cell him, 'Slow down 
I'm not ready for you co go now"' 
Huncer said ac a news conference 
after a memorial service. 
Huncer said she will now try co 
live her life with the same i.csc and 
energy as her son who had made 
his school's basketball team che day 
before the accidenc. 
"I have co live for him, thac's whac 
be would wane us to do," H uncer 
said in her first public comments 
since the accident. 
The third-grader was among 
three generations of his family 
who died on March 14 when cheir 
17-foot aluminum fishing boat 
apparently ran out of gas during 
a rainstorm and was swept over a 
spillway at the cencral Illinois lake. 
The bodies of his grandfather 
Richard Hunter and uncle Jason 
Huncer were recovered the next 
day. 
The boy's body was found 
on Thursday, just hours after his 
grandfather and uncle were buried. 
It was recovered from Sale Creek, 
below the 25-fooc spillway and about 
160 yards south of where the adults' 
bodies were found. Authorities said 
swift underwater currents made the 
recovery effort difficult. 
Youngstw1,1 Apartments 
- 1, 2. 3 & 4 
Bedrooms Available 
- Central Air 
- Fully Fumi tied 
- Garbage Disposal 
- Dishwashers 
- Decks 
- 3 Laundry 
Facilities 
345-2363 
Cambriage ana Nantucket 
t t briefs 
The Assooated Press 
Hyde donates archives to 
. Chicago's Loyola University 
n CHICAGO - Retired U.S. Rep. Henry 
Hyde will donate a massive collection 
of political memorabilia to Chicago's 
Loyola University, his alma mater, 
officials said. 
Amassed during a 16-term 
congressional career, the 82-year-old 
Republican's collection includes volumes 
of letters, hundreds of speeches, a 
gavel and the brown leather chair he 
sat in while presiding over impeachment 
hearings against President Bill Ointon. 
"In 32 years in office as a 
congressman, you acquire tons of 
paper, little bric-a-brac that people give 
you," Hyde told the Chicago Tribune. "I 
would hate to throw it all away, but I had 
no place for it." 
In all, there's more than 200 boxes 
and about 30 leather scrapbooks filled 
with decades of newspaper clippings, 
invitations and mail. 
Police: no arrests made in 
Danville shooting case 
,, DANVILLE - Police said they had 
leads but had made no arrests Monday 
In the weekend shooting deaths of 
three people at a duplex next door to a 
Danville fire station. 
"The detective group is working 
on some leads, but that's all we have 
right now," police and fire spokesman 
Larry Thomason said of the Sunday 
shootings. 
Vermilion County Coroner Peggy 
Johnson on Monday identified two of the 
victims as 30-year-old Rodney Pepper 
and 19-year-old Madisen Leverenz, 
both of Danville. 
211. 348. DUIS 138411 
1:1 news 
GET THE FINANCIAL HELP 
YOU NEED ... REGARDLESS OF 
YOUR CREDIT SCORE! DEBT 
CONSOLIDATION, PERSONAL 
LOANS AND MORE. FROM 
$3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-
2298. NO FEES. 
This summer, get dirty and have 
fun! Work outside with other 
students! Now hiring painters 
and site managers. 1-888-277-
9787. www.collegepro.com. 
• help wanted 
________ 3128 
Summer Lifeguard: Beginning 
early May. Paid above 
minimum wage. Drug-free work 
environment. Applications at 
1840 Douglas Dr. 
________ 3128 
The Mattoon Golf and Country 
Club is now hiring EXPERIENCED 
bartenders and servers. Please 
apply at the clubhouse Tuesday-
Thursday 1 pm to 3pm. NO 
PHONE CALLS PLEASE. 
________ 3129 
Winter/Spring Positions 
Available Earn up to $150 per 
day, Experience not required. 
Undercover shoppers needed 




Are you looking for a part-
time evening position in a fun, 
professional office atmosphere? 
Ruffalo Cody/Westaff is seeking 
PROFESSIONAL TELEPHONE 
FUNDRAISERS. Flexible 
scheduling, weekly paychecks, 
part-time evenings, No "cold 
calling" required. Stop by Westaff 
at 651 Castle Dr. or call 345-
1303 for more information. 
______ __ 414 
!Bartendingl Up to $250/ 
day. No experience necessary. 
Training provided. 800-965-6520 
ext. 239 
_____ ___ 4BO 
We pay up to $75/Surveyl www. 
Cash T oSpend.com 
________ 00 
~ ~ roommates 
Roommates wanted fall 2007, 
Male looking for 3 roommates 
in 4 bedroom house across from 




Summer housing available in 
Brittany Ridge, 1 person for 
Sublease. 217-417-4223 
________ 412 
f •' for rent 
Large 6 Bedroom, 3 Bath house. 
Available for group rental. Good 
parking $225 each. 897-6266 or 
898-9143. 
________ 3n8 
1012 2nd Street. Nice 2 story,2 
bath,4 bedroom by Morton Park. 
Living.dining and laundry room. 
Stove,refrigerator, w/d and cable 
hook-up. Gas grill on double 
lot.fenced yard. Owner and wife 
EIU alum. $295 JnQlbedroom. 
Call Rich 273-7270 
________ 3BO 
GRAD/UPPERCLASSMAN 
STUDENTS:VERY NICE 2 
BEDROOM DUPLEXES,TWO 
BLOCKS WEST OF LANTZ. OFF 
STREET PARKING. CALL 345-
7682 LEAVE MESSAGE! 
________ 3BO 
FALL '07. 2 bed, 1 bath home. 
Great location. 2008 12th Street. 
NC, W/D, trash included. No 
pets. $300/person. 345-5037. 
________ 3BO 
FALL '07. 3 bed, 1 bath home. 
Great location. 1807 10th Street. 
NC, W/D, trash included. No 
pets. $300/person. 345-5037. 
________ 3BO 
2 BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Center. 
Mediacom Cable & Internet incl, 
central ale. $300/person. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
_____ ___ Jno 
ONLY ONE. Brittany Ridge 
townhouse for 4-5. Great, 
responsive landlord. 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
________ 3BO 
1 person looking for a roomy 
apt? Try this 2 BR priced for one 
@ $420/mo. INTERNET, CABLE, 
WATER INCLUDED. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
________ 3BO 
MONEYWISE 1 & 2 BR apts. 
for 1 or 2. Most include cable 
& internet. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
________ 3BO 
2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/ 
O'Brien. Washer/Dryer, NC. 
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
________ 3BO 
Furnished 2 to 3 Bedroom Apts. 1 
Block from Panther Paw. Contad 
Jack at 217-620-6989 
$.30 per word for the first day 
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates 
$.50 per word for the first day 
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day 
f •' for rent 
ONE CHECK PER MONTH PAYS 
IT ALL, WE TAKE CARE OF THE 
REST. FEW REMAINING. CHECK 
US OUT AT WWW.EIPROPS. 
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 549-
0212 FOR SHOWING. 
________ 3BO 
2 Bedroom Apartments 2 
Different Locations. Extremely 
nice. Washer/Dryer, Air 
Conditioned, Trash Included. No 
Pets 217-348-3075. 
________ 3BO ~ 




PET FRIENDLY APTS/DUPLEXES 
CHECK US OUT AT EIPROPS@ 
HOTMAIL.COM OR 345-6210, 
549-0212 
________ 3BO 
TROUBLED BY ALLERGIES ... 
All CERAMIC TILE UNITS 
AVAILABLE. CHECK US OUT 
AT WWW.EIPROPS.COM, OR 
CALL 345-6210, 549-0212 
________ 3BO 
07-08' Nice four bedroom 2 bath 
house. 1609 10th street. Large 
living room,kitchen and large,2 
car detached garage. Fenced in 
backyard $325monthtper person. 
Call 217-240-3111 
________ 3BO 
6 bdrm 3 bath. 4 bdrm NEW in 
'06, 5 vanity's. CIA, W/D, large 
bdrms, bonus room, excellent 
parking. 217.493.7559 
________ .3BO 
6 bdrm 2 bath w/marble surround. 
CIA, 3 bdrm NEW in '06, large 
front porch. Large bdrms. W/D, 
excellent parking. 112 block from 
Lantz. 217.493.7559 
_ _ _ _____ .3BO 
Fall 2007 11 Bedroom-1102 6th 
Street; 4 Bedroom-1800 12th 




and 5 bedrooms,2 or 3 baths. 
Washers and Dryers, as low as 
$295/each www. jbapartments. 
com 217-345-6100 
________ 416 
For rent 2 bedroom apartment. 
Starting August 2007. $520/ 
month. 708-422-4628 or 708-
288-9639. 
________ 416 
Fall 2007- Affordable- Large, 
Beautiful, and Spacious 2 BR 
Unfurnished Apts. on the Square 
over Z:s Music on the Square. 
Trash and Water Included-LOW 
UTILITIES-All New .Appliances-
Laundry On-Site- Apply 345-
2616. 
________ 416 
University Village. 4 bedroom 
houses $450/per person. All 
utilities included.345-1400 
________ oo 
f •' for rent 
Available Summer or Fall. 3 
bedroom 1 bath. W/D, NC, new 
carpet, new kitchen, fresh paint. 
$1000/month. Trash inc. 630-
301-2758. 
________ 416 
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM 1 
112 BATH 3 CAR ATTACHED 
GARAGE. ALL NEW 
APPLIANCES, WASHER/ 
DRYER, CENTRAL AIR, TRASH 
INCLUDE0.217-348-3075 
________ 419 
Large 4-5 bedroom house near 
campus. 3 bathrooms, washer/ 
dryer, AC. very large bedrooms. 
(217) 273-1395. 
________ 4n9 
NICE3 BDAPT ATTHECORNER 
OF 9TH AND TAFT,CLOSE TO 
CARMEN,COMPLETEL Y FURNIS 
HED,WATER,INTERNET,TRASH 
INCLUDED, REGULAR AND ALL 
INCLUSIVE PRICES AVAILABLE 
CALL 345-6210 OR 549-0212 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
________ 4127 
3 BR apartments available 
for 2007-2208 school year. 
Spacious,close to campus and 
fully furnished. Must see to 




CHEAP CHEAP RENT: IF YOU 
ARE LOOKING FOR A NICE APT. 
W ITH CHEAP RENT PERFECT 
FOR 3 OR 4 STUDENTS. CALL 
549-8734. 202 1126 TH ST. 
________ 4BO 
Best 1 person apts. Affordable. 
Grads, Undergrads, staff. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood 
Realtor. 
________ 4BO 
OORM RATS! Get your own 
efficiency with kitch & bath. 5-
12 months. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
________ 4BO 
For Lease: Fall 2007, great 
locationll 2 Bedroom duplex, 
washer/dryer, central air, off 
street parking, trash-yard mowing 
included, 10 mo. Lease no 
pets 24/7 maintenance, local 
management, call today 217-
346-3583 or visit our website 
www.eiustudenthousing.com 
________ 00 
OLD. TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533 
________ 00 
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2 
person Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. 345-7286 www. 
jwilliamsrentals.com 
-------''--- 00 
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10 
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r •' for rent 
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished.CallTodayforlowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353. 
________ 00 
New construction: Available Fall 
07. 3 BR 2 bath townhouse, two 
can garage 1 block from campus. 
Call 630-505-8374 for showing. 
Call now only one left. 
_______ _ 00 
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD 
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND 
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000. 
________ 00 
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with 
furnished leather furniture. 10 




2008 SCHOOL YEAR. VERY 
NICE 2, 3, 5,& 6 BEDROOM 
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS. FOR MORE 
INFO VISIT US AT myeiuhome. 
com OR CALL US AT (217)493-
7559. 
________ oo· 
3 bedroom apartments, walking 
distance to campus. Partially 
furnished. 11 112 month lease 
$250 each. 10 month lease $260 
each. 345-3554 or 346-3161. 
_ _ ______ 00 
NOW LEASING for Fall 07-
1,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great 
locations,some include wireless 
internet. Call for details 345-
7286 
________ oo 
•••••°Fall 07-08 Many New 
1,2,3 and 4 BR APTS Starting as 




For Rent 5 or 6 bedroom house 
and efficiencies. 2 blocks from 
campus on 7th St. . Call 217-
728-8709 
____ _ ___ 00 
Four and Three BDRM Duplexes. 
BUZZARD BUILDING. One 
Block, Partly Furnished, Water & 
Trash Paid, Lawn Services. 345-
3253 
________ 00 
GIRLS: Nice Five & Three BDRM 
2 Bath Homes. One Block North 
OLD MAIN. CIA, W/D, 




1611 9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK 
EAST OLD MAIN. SUMMER 
2007 AND FALL 2007-2008 
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. 3 
AND 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL 
LEASE. CALL 345-7136 
________ 00 
f •' for rent 
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for 
2007-2008 2 bedroom remodeled 
apts., 3 bedroom house. Laundry 
facil ities and close to campus. 
Call (217) 345-2516 EHO 
_ _______ 00 
3 BEDROOM Duplex 2009 11th 




FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF 
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND 
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS. 
348-8305. 
________ 00 
FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 BR .. APTS. 
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED. 
PLENTY OF OFF STREET 
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. 
APTS .. CALL345-1266. 
________ 00 
5 BEDROOM3 BATH, ALL NEW 
HOUSE. Right next to campus 
with all the amenities. A house 
you'll love and so will your 
parents! 345-9595 or 232-9595. 
w.vw.gbadgerrentals.com. 
________ 00 
GREAT HOUSE FOR 2007-08 
AT 1515 2ND STREET 3 BATHS, 
OA, W/D. TRASH INCLUDED. 
345-3148 OR www.pantherpads. 
com 
________ 00 
NEW LUXURY 1 AND 3 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR 
AUGUST 07-08, ONE BLOCK 
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 
6TH STREET. CENTRAL HEAT, 
NC, AND LAUNDRY FACILITY. 
WATIR ALLOWANCE, TRASI I 
SERVICE, AND OFF STREET 
PARKING INCLUDED. 348-8249 
www .ppwrentals.com 
________ 00 
tt•••••NEW BR APTS 




PRICE REDUCED: BRITTANY 
RIDGE - RENTING FOR 07-08 
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BEDROOMS 
2.5 BATH. UNIT HAS REFJ 
STOVE, AND W/D INCLUDED. 
UP TO 5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE. 




1 /2 Block to Rec. Ctr. 
Roomy 2 BR Apts. 
300/person, 12 months 
Cable & Internet included 
J im W o od. R ealtor 
1512 A Street I 345-44~ 
Come and get 'em! 
2 & 3 Bedroom houses - good locations"' w/d, ale 
1 & 2 Bedroom apts. - most with cable & internet 
Good places, good landlords, good prices, good tenants 
Jim Wood, Realtor 
call for 
appointment' 
1512 A Street P.O. Box 3n w ~ 
Charles_t~~ ,_IL 61920 .. ___ . _ _l!J 
217-3454489 Fax: 345-44n. : • •• • '. . r~~ er. • • , 
...... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~--' 
WEDNESDAY 3 28 07 I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS I WWW DENNEWS COM 
Kicks for Kids: Adult Kickball Tournament Fundraiser on April 14, 
2007 (April 21-Rain out date) at Baker and Lanman Fields (North). 
Procedes go to local students in education. Contact Lindsey at (217) 
549-4319 or http://psych.eiu.edu/saspe/service.htm. 
--------3n8 
Lakeview College of Nursing at EIU ADVISEMENT SESSION on 
Wednesday, March 28 from 6-8pm in the Life Science Building Room 
3081. Get information on getting your BSN at Lakeview-Eiu. 
-~~~~~-3n8 
'•' torrent 
MOVE-IN SPEOALS: BRITI ANY 
RIDGE RENTING FOR 07-08 
SCHOOL YEAR. 3 BEDROOMS 
2.5 BATHS, UPT04STUDENTS. 
UNITS HAVE W/D, REF., AND 




Royal Heights Apts !behind 
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath. 
As low as $260 per/person. 
Underground Parking. 345-0936 
-------~00 
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. l 0 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395. 
-------~00 
M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007 
'•} torrent 
NICE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENT ON THE SQUARE. 
CENTRAL NC, CARPETED, 
DISHWASHER. AVAILABLE 




For Lease: Fall 2007, 3 and 4 
bedroom apL, central air, ceiling 
fans, washer/dryer, off street 
parking, trash-yard mowing 
included, 10 1 n month lease, 
no pets, 2417 maintenance, local 
management, DSL wiring In all 




TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS For Lease: Fall 2007, 2 or 3 
FURNISHED; WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM 
CAMPUS. call 217-493-7559 
--------00 
Price reduced!! Brittany Ridge 
townhouse 07-08 school year. 
3 bdrm 2 Jn bath, W/D, DI 
W, central air, located within 
walking distance of EIU. Free 
parking and trash. $81 O/month 
Call (217) 508-8035. 
--------00 
RENTING FOR 07-08. 4 
BEDROOM HOUSES 
AVAILABLE. SANDERS & CO. 
217-234-RENT. 
bedroom house-2,3,4, or 5 
tenants. Rent that best suites 
you. Ceiling fans, yard mowing 
included, no pets. Great location-
close to O'Brien football field, off 
street parking, 10 mo. lease, 24fl 
maintenance, local management. 
Pictures and more information at 
www.eiustudenthousing.com 
~------~00 
TUDOR STYLE HOME, avail 
to female students for the first 
time. Sunken living room. Dining 
room, Full basement, w/d, 4 
bedrooms, no pets. 345-7286 
--------00 
--------00 CLOSE-NEW-AFFORDABLE! 3,4 
FALL 07 - 2BR 12th or 18th Street 




FALL 07 - 4BR 2 Bath duplexes 
1520 9th Street $350 per person. 
Stove, refrig, micro, dishwasher, 




FALL 07 - 1 BR Polk or A Street 




LOOKING FOR something 
different? We have some 1,2&3 
bedroom apts that fit the bill. 
Modem,attractive,away from EIU 
traffic. Dishwashers,laundry,NC. 
Williams Rentals 345-7286 
-------~00 
FIRST TIME avail to students-
cute house for 3 females. Grant 
street, Custom kitchen, w/d, ale, 
new ref, really nice. No pets. 
345-7286 
--------00 
2 bedroom apartments close to 
campus. Quiet area. No pets. 
Call 345-7008 
~------~00 
Sudoku ByTha Mepham Group 
9 4 5 2 
3 2 4 
~ 
4 1 
8 7 9 2 
-
6 2 7 
- -
3 1 4 8 
3 9 
and 5 bedrooms, 2 or 3 baths. 




1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash 
and parking included. Great 
location. Call 217-345-2363. 
-~~~~~~~oo 
5-1 Br 2-2Br, extra large 
apartments, partially furnished. 
Available May 16. Ideal for 
couples. Located at 741-745 
6th SL Rent $360-$410 per 
apartment. Water and trash paid. 
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127. 
-------~00 
2 bdrm. duplexes available for 
fall, washer/dryer, central air, 
new carpet, very efficient and 
affordable, trash included, leasing 
flexible. Call 217-346-3583. 
-------~00 
2, 3, & 4 bdrm apartments 
available for fall, washer/dryer, 
central air, new carpet, 10 1/2 
month lease, trash included. Call 
217-346-3583. 
-~~-----00 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH 
FAMILY ROOM, W/D. 1810 
JOHNSON ST. $260/PERSON. 
348-5032, 549-3241. 
--------00 
,,,,,, QJll [!Jill 
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Lost in the travel 
AROUND THE TRACK 
Noc every trip you take 
will go according co plan. 
Nothing sucks more chan 
being on a bus for three co 
four days and living from 
hocel ro hocel and once ic's 
rime to go home, your bus 
breaks down. 
Not only does it break 
down, but it breaks down 
hours away from home. 
le seems like chis has 
occurred more than once. 
I remember the trip 
to Knoxville, Tenn., my 
freshman year of rugby. 
First off. once we arrived 
chere it is pouring rain. 
Then the field we play on 
is nothing but a mud pit. 
Now after the game all we 
want to do is to just get on 
che bus and head for home. 
One problem: Our bus 
broke down just as we goc 
into Kentucky. 
We had co waic for che 
fire depanment to come and 
then waic for a school bus to 
cake us co a hoed. 
We were supposed to gee 
home at 2 a.m. Saturday; we 
NON SEQUITUR I WILEY MILLER 
~\BL\C~L 
~ [\JOLU\\o~ 













didn't gee back till 2 p.m. 
Saturday. 
The track team just wenc 
on a spring break uip co 
Georgia. Their bus ran out of 
gas several rimes and stalled 
once or rwice. 
Sunday, che softball team's 
bus caught on fue while they 
were nine hours away from 
home. 
Nothing puts a damper 
on a trip than not getting 
home on rime. 
So what does chis cell us? 
We need co switch to a new 
Molly Outter is a sophomore 
journalism major and a member 
of the women's rugby and track 
teams. 
bus company? 
O r maybe the bus 
company needs new buses? 
Only they know. 
What we know is this: when 
you are going on a long aip, 
don't make plans for when you 
come back because it might 
cake longer than expected. 
llte*turlork lime• Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No.0214 
ACROSS 
1 Own (up to) 
5 Freezes 
1 o Hardly racy 
14 Chichi 
15 Old lntellivision 
rival 
16 _Bator 
17 Hoedown site 
18 Recoiled 
19 Place for studs 
20 Hurricanes or 
Lightning 
23 Suggest, as a 
price 
25Zip 
26 Ship sent for 
breadfruit in 
1787 
27 Blasts of the 
past 
29 "Out of the 
question" 
31 Links obstacle 
33 Valentine and 
others: Abbr. 
36 Periodic table 
abbr. 
37 Actor Kilmer 
38 _-Ball 
(arcade game) 
39 Royale of old 
autodom 
40 Device patented 
by Thomas 
Savery in 1698 
44 Sharp-witted 
45 You can take it 
with you 
46 Pierce with a 
point 
49 Horned Frogs' 
sch. 
50 Opposite of 
great, to Burns 
51 Put more 
pressure (on) .. 
or a title for this 
puzzle? 
55 Stuck, after "in" 
56 Turner 
autobiography 
57 "The Naked 
Maja" artist 




62 Their milk is 
used to make 
Roquefort 
63 Corrida cries 
64 All in 




2 Part of B.C.E. 
3 Full-count cry 
4 Harmony 




7 Of the flock 
8 All-day hike 
9 Court 
conference 
1 o Expression of 
annoyance 
11 U.F.O. pilot 







12 Charlotte Puzzle by Paula Gamache 
Corday's victim 35 "Ciao" 
13 Other side 
21 _•acte 38 Police rank: 
6 7 8 9 
43 Modern, to 
Mahler 
11 12 13 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 22 In the distance, 
poetically 
..,.,....,,......,,,.....,,,..+=-i 23 Egypt's Sadat 
...,,.+,,,+:-+-,.+.:d 24 Cabinet 
Abbr. 44 "The Spirit of 
Australia" 
sloganeer 










--+--+--1 29 _ Walton, 
author of "The 42 Captivate 
Compleat 
46 Author Calvino 
47 Diego Rivera 
work 






58 Roll call vote 
59 Nile biter 
Angler" For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
30 Like the eye of credit card, 1-800-814-5554. 
a hurricane Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
32 Picasso's crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS. 
"Colombe - Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
fleursn past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year). 
~-:-+-=+::~ 33 Takes a powder Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
__...._.__..__, 34 Pre-noon time • solvers: nytimes.com/leaming/xwords. 
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SOFTBALL I NOTEBOOK 
Team endures long trip home 
By Matt Daniels 
Sports Editor 
Eastern arrived back in 
Charle~ton at 5 a.m. Monday 
morning from ics longer than 
anticipated crip home from 
Samford after the Panthers' 2-0 
win on Sunday. 
The Panthers' bus blew ouc one 
of ics rear tires shortly after leaving 
Birmingham, Ala., early Sunday 
nighc. 
A small fue broke out 
underneath the bus, causing the 
ceam co evacuate the bus and be 
stranded on the side oflnterstace 65 
about 30 miles from Birmingham. 
The ceam was on the side of che 
highway for about an hour. 
No players were hurt and no 
equipment was damaged. 
"I was kind of like is chis reaJly 
happening?" junior pitcher Karyn 
Mackie said. "But it was good to 
have a win under our belt. le might 
have made it 10 times worse." 
Team gets help from Murray 
The Panthers received help from 
the Murray Stace baseball team 
while waiting on the side of the 
interstate. 
Eastern junior catcher Allyson 
Noice cext messaged her boyfriend, 
»Shoes 
FROM PAGE 12 
Control shoes have a dense 
material on one side of the shoe co 
help correct a runner that roUs in 
on his foot while running. There 
is also a cushion training shoe chat 
has a soft insole and midsole. 
Cushion trainers are meant for 
more neutral runners who run on 
the balls of their feet. 
Akers said cushion trainers feel 
good and runners like co wear chem 
but may not be the best option 
for runners who aren't neutral 
runners. 
The third kind of training shoe 
is a simple, basic neurraJ shoe. 
Akers said one problem with 
training shoes is they wear out 
fascer than competition shoes. 
"There's a shoe on the market 
Murray Seate ourfielder Matt 
Scheer, co tell him about the 
situation. 
Scheer informed one of Murray 
Scace's athletic trainers, who then 
cold Thoroughbreds head coach 
Rob McDonald. 
Murray Stace's bus was about 
I 0 miles behind Eascern's, and 
McDonald made the decision to 
help. 
Ea.stern players boarded 
Murray's bus and drove che 
Panthers to a truck scop a few 
miles up che interstate, where chey 
waited for another bus. 
"Coach McDonald offered 
co take us all the way co Murray 
actually or as far as we wanted," said 
Eastern head coach Kim Schuette. 
Schuecte said the ceam arrived 
at the truck stop and waiced in che 
truck stop's restaurant for chree 
hours. 
Another bus was found, and the 
Panthers left the truck stop at 9:45 
p.m. 
The ceam switched buses again 
when they arrived in Kentucky, 
said volunteer assistant coach Jason 
Dorey. 
"le was an adventure," senior 
shorcscop Chelsea Adams said. "le 
was just one of chose things chat 
was surreal. You didn't know if chat 
now chat's only supposed co be 
worn for a certain number of 
miles,• Akers said. 
Distance coach Geoff Masanec 
said athletes should not run in their 
shoes for more than 500 miles. 
Geeting new shoes after 400 miles 
is preferred. 
"Ultimately it stops serving irs 
purpose of support and is a recipe 
to gee injured," Masanec said. 
Akers said the cushion in the 
shoes could often deteriorate before 
the shoe really looks worn. 
Competition shoes differ from 
training shoes because they are 
evenc specific and are noc used 
as frequently as training shoes, 
Masanet said. 
Thrower's Shoes 
Hogue said the main difference 
between the shoes he wears as a 
thrower's and a runner's shoes is 
DID YOU KNOW ... 
reaJly happened." 
Adams looks to end funk 
Adams' name is scattered 
chroughouc Eastern's record books 
when ic comes co hitting. 
Bue the shomcop has not 
produced offensively so far chis 
year like she has in chc past. 
The senior and four-year ~career 
is only hirring .208 with one home 
run and three RBis chis year. 
Adams went 2-for-3 with an 
RBI in the firsc game of Saturday's 
doubleheader against Samford. 
Last year, Adams, a career .261 
hitter coming inco chis year. hit 
seven home runs and had 23 RBis 
to go along with a .253 average. 
"I chink I'm chinking coo 
much," Adams said. 'Tm trying 
just to relax and remember how I 
felt when I was hitting well." 
Schuette said she is not worried 
about Adams' offensive Slruggles. 
"We've changed a litcle bic 
in Chelsea's mechanic to make 
her a liccJe bic more consistent," 
·she said. "And the past couple 
games, I bee her batting average is 
probably .400 if you take out the 
first month. Chelsea will be fine. 
She's a competitor and a senior and 
has been through a lot. We're jusc 
trying co gee her confidence back." 
the placement of spikes and ankle 
support. 
"For a thrower's shoe," he said, 
"ic's more supportive like a tennis 
shoe." 
Hogue's javelin boots, unlike 
runner's shoes, have large spikes on 
the hed. 
The spikes on the left heel of the 
bootS gives more support when he 
planes his foot to throw. 
Hogue's shoes for shoe put and 
discus differ from runner's shoes 
because they have no spikes. 
He said more surface concacc 
with less grip and drag aJlow him 
co spin faster. 
Jumper's Shoes 
Sophomore Jenna Uhe, who 
competes in both che long jump 
and triple jump. has a different pair 
of shoes for each event. 
Uhe said her long jump shoes 
YOUR FINANCIAL AID WILL PAY FOR 
YOUR OFF CAMPUS HOUSING!!! 
JUST ASK US! 
Coppert settling in at leadoff 
Sophomore second baseman 
Sarah Coppen has hit from the 
leadoff spot che last five games for 
Eastern. 
Copperc is the sixth different 
player Schuette has used this year 
as the leadoffh1uer. 
Schuette said Copperc does a 
good job of putting the ball in play 
and can hit with power. 
Coppert is second on the team 
in RBis (14). 
"She works the count when she 
needs to and she's aggressive when 
she's cold co," Schuette said. 
"She kind of sets the tempo 
for the game. Thar's why I put her 
there." 
Team to play more at home 
Eastern has played 24 of itS 25 
games on che road so far this year. 
Those numbers wiU not be so 
high with the Panthers embarking 
on a stretch of home games chis 
week. 
The Panthers host Saine Louis 
in a doubleheader today, and then 
host Tennessee Seate in a three-
game series chis weekend. 
Of the Panthers 32 regular 
season games left, 22 will be played 
ac home. 
have less cushion and longer spikes 
than her sprint shoes. 
Her triple jump shoes have more 
cushion in the heel co promote flac-
fooced running and jumping. 
"For the long jump and triple 
jump compared to sprints, you 
have a shorter distance co build up 
speed," Uhe said. "With spikes, you 
can pick up speed a little faster." 
Runner's Shoes 
Senior distance runner Dave 
Carlson said he looks mainly for 
comfort. He said he also prefers 
lighter distance shoes. 
"Some heavier shoes don't let 
the foot land naturally as ic should," 
Carlson said. "This affects your 
scride, and you could get injured." 
Carlson said he regularly wears 
one pair of spikes for every race 
because they provide better traction 
and have a wider base. 
3 BEDROOM · FREE SHUTTLE 
FULLY FURNISHED 
· WASH ER/DRYER 
• NEW CONSTRUCTION 
· $2550/SEMESTER 
(OR $425 PER MONTH) 
\t;1 niversity ViJJage 
217 .345.1400 
illlDtalSING THE BAR IN STUDENT HOUSINGJ• 




FROM PAGE 12 
"It's good co get out there and 
do well for a change," Vaculik said. 
"Previously, I'd pitch like one good 
inning and rhen the next inning I'd 
go our there and not do so well." 
Vaculik's only potential 
opporcunity for disaster was in the 
fourth, when SLU had runners on 
first and second and one our. 
But Vaculik got the nexc rwo 
hitters out by forcing groundballs. 
UI rhink rhe key was, not only 
che lack of walks, but also location," 
Schmitz said of Vaculik's start. 
"He didn't shake me off. He just 
wenc with what we wanted co do. 
None of our guys throw chat hard 
and you bercer locate and he did." 
Senior Mike Budde threw the 
next cwo innings. allowing the lone 
Billiken run. 
Sophomore Brian Morrell 
followed Budde and only gave 
up one hie in his three innings of 
relief. 
The Panthers added four more 
runs in che sixth, and did so again 
despite only having rwo hits. Two 
SLU errors in the inning allowed 
Eastern co score two of ics runs. 
The Panthers tacked on the 
ocher rwo via a balk by SLU reliever 
Eric Mueller and a wild pitch by 
MueUer. 
Eastern gees back into action 
today when it travels to Terre 
Haute, Ind., to take on Indiana 
Scace. Sophomore lefc:hander Tyler 
Kehrer is expected co scan:. 
Eastern 9, Saint Louis 1 
..... .,.... RH E 
SLU 000010000164 
EIU 4 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 x 9 8 0 
E: f>onnoll. Tom, e.n-. ~. Rodgers Greg, 
'IVo!Joo lJ -SW tit SW l IOI • EU 11 ; SLU 5 
ti · fiMell -SlU, l:Je<e Jordon -£ltl. \bn-OSSI 
Adcm -OJ Sf: \brrossi -£IJ SI • Benneo - SlU 
CS. M:x:i<e- EU 
"' ........... Rnl 
Ec>tem scored lour nino end c::cn il>onl. SlU -
8lcl.a 8mlther fer .,._ cl !hem B<ctdie< forced 
1n lhree MU wilh h.s lhree lof>l lnnmg wclb The 
Ponihels scored Ille!< olher ron becouse ol on err0< 
by SLU cetllet fieldet LJ Wei.on 
UPCOMING GAMES 
"Today: at Indiana State 
" Satllrday: Do•blelteader at lu•· 
Marti• 
"Sulttlay: at le11a-Martia 
sports IJI 
GOLF I NOTEBOOK 
Golf teams pdst 
top 10 finishes 
By Israel Carrillo 
Staff Reporter 
"If you play bad, you're gonna 
gee run over," Moncel said abour 
competing ac conference. 
JAY GRABIEC I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Eastern's bench watches their team during Eastern's win against Indiana State University at William's Field 
last Wednesday afternoon. The Panthers took one of three from Samford this past weekend at Samford. 
The men and women have been 
precry dose co the cop of the field 
in almost every outing, head coach 
Mike Monce! said. 
Junior Jaron Rose said be 
believes that if Anthony. junior 
Mike Imburgia and himself click. 
chcy can have a chance co win the 
OVC tournarnenc. 
SOFTBALL I VS. SAINT LOUIS 
Running for Wins 
Senior Chelsea Bach, an Illinois 
Scace transfer, said the Panthers 
have had seven cop-10 finishes and 
of the seven, five have been top-five 
finishes. 





said she feels 
''there is no 
reason for us 
Eastern gets chance to qualify 
for conference tourney 
The women's ceam will have 
a chance co improve its game ac 
the Illini Invitational at che Stone 
Creek Golf Course before the OVC 
toumamenc. 
The mc:ns ceam will compece ac 
the Missouri Scace Invitational and 
the Tennessee Scace Invitational 
before heading co Paducah, Ky., to 
baccle for the OVC tide . 
Softball players rely 
on rocker step to steal 
By Kevin Kenealy 
Online Interactive Editor 
Softball head coach Kim 
Schuene wanes her team co be more 
cfficienc on che base paths. 
The girls have srolen 23 bases on 
32 accempts in 25 games. 
Their opponents have stolen 20 
bases on 31 auempcs. 
Bue for Schuecce, she isn'r 
satisfied. 
"You have to gee on base co steal, 
and we don't have the best baning 
averages right now," she said. 
Junior Robyn Mackie is the 
Panther with the best batting 
average (.319), while three other 
players on the team have an average 
of over .280. 
lhac combination has yielded a 
record thac's 10-15 and 1-5 in the 
Ohio Valley Conference. 
Unlike baseball where leadoffs 
are essencial to the stolen base, the 
rocker step is emphasized here. 
Schuette drew an imaginary base 
in the ground and explained the 
rocker step is when a player cries to 
generare momentum and push off 
the base by rrying to "rock" into ir. 
"You have to ti.me it so the lase 
foot is leaving the base as rhe pitcher 
is releasing the ball." Schuette 
explained as she demonst aced 
Rarely are players given the 
green light. 
However, -is Schuene said, ic is 
more of a cc 11.h s decision to send 
the runner based upon- the play of 
the middle infield. 
"You're stealing off three people; 
the catcher, for the strength of her 
arm and hpw quickly she gets rid of 
it, the shortstop/second baseman," 
Schuecte said. 
"If the shortstop looks like she's 
sleeping or is really far from the 
bag we steal on them, and then 
on the mindset on the pitcher. lf 
(rhe pitches are) wild, we'll steal on 
chem," said Schuecte. 
0 ne who does steal is sophomore 
second baseman Sarah Copperr. 
who is tied for second on the ream 
with the most sreals. 
"Our b~cs are a lot shorter than 
baseball so if we lead off, we'd be 
halfway there probably and we gee 
to leave halfway as she's releasing 
the ball," Coppert said. 
Freshman Megan Nelson is 6 for 
6 in stolen bases and agreed with 
Schuecte rhe positioning of the 
shortstop is probably the biggesr 
thing in deciding to steal a base. 
Although Schuette said she 
doesn't specifically practice base 
running every practice. Schuette 
said she wants to cry more small 
things as rhe year goes on such as 
che bit and run. 
She also wants to put pressure 
on the defense with the slaphicring 
from Bracl:ecc, freshman M™n 
Nelson and sophomore Angela 
Danca. 
The Panchers will cry to gee the 
footwork going in a doubleheader 
against Saint Louis ar 3 p.m. today 
at Williams Field. 
"We have a lot of speed on 
this ceam; I chink ic's jusc a matcer 
of time before we can JUSt stare 














Bach has led the 
team at two of the 
three tournaments 
this year. 
of credit goes ro our coach," Bach 
said. 
Pa,nthers gear up for Ohio Valley 
Conference tournament 
. The Panthers have a real shoe to 
win the conference tournament if 
th!:}'. pla}'. well~ Mon<jel said, 
On the men's side, che Panthers 
w1U have a leader in senior 
Anthony Imburgia, who said the 
tournament will feature two of 
the roughest teams in conference, 
which includes Eastern Kentucky 
and Tennessee Tech. 
"We're looking for a strong 
finish," Imburgia said. 














2219 9th St. Apt. 17 
The Pancbcrs will play a 
qualifying cournamenc co sec 
who will compece at the OVC 
toumamenc. The qualifying 
tournament will be played during 
practice in the nexc few weeks. 
Senior garners honors from OVC 
and Kauai Collegiate Cup 
Anthony won the Kauai 
Collegiate Cup and rhe Ohio 
Vallev Conference named the male 
golfe~ of the week. During spring 
break, Imburgia won at Princeville. 
Hawaii, ;md is performing up to 
coach Moncel's standards. 
"We have been expecting that 
from him," Monccl said "Anthony 
has been showing me. leadership 
my whole life. Winning dm 
tournament IS something co look 
up co." 
"Anthony winning was a boost 
for us all," Rose said. 
Anthony said he was excited 
co be recognized for his play and 
was pleased with his teammate's 
comments. 
With the warmer weather outside .... 
HEAT up your business by 
advertisin in the DEN! 581.2816 
SOFTBALL 
TODAY vs. Saint Louis I 
Doubleheader 3 p.m. Williams Field 
MEN'S TENNIS 
TODAY at IUPUI I 
3:30 p.m. Indianapolis 
BASEBALL 
TODAY at Indiana State I 
5 p.m. Terre Haute, Ind. 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TENNIS 
SATURDAY at Tennessee· Tech I 
11 a.m. Cookeville, Tenn. 
BASEBALL 
SATURDAY at Tennessee-Martin I 
Doubleheader 1 p.m. Martin, Tenn. 
SOFTBALL 
SATURDAY vs. Tennessee State I 
Doubleheader 1 p.m. Williams Field 
MEN'S GOLF 
SUNDAY at Missouri State Invite I 
All day Branson, Mo. 
SOFTBALL 
SUNDAY vs. Tennessee State I 
Noon Williams Field 
MEN'S TENNIS 
SUNDAY at Tennessee State I 
Noon Nashville, Tenn. 
Softball relies on the speed of the 
game including the hitter and the base 
runner. The 60-feet paths from base to 
base in the game allow for less error 
and efficient throwing of the softball. 
Freshman Megan Nelson (above) 
uses her speed and has six stolen 
bases in six attempts. As a team, 
the Panthers are 23 for 32 in stolen 
base attempts this season, or a .719 
percentage of stealing bases. Eastern 
is tied for fifth with Tennessee Tech in 
the Ohio Valley Conference for stolen 
bases. Samford is the conference leader 
with 44 stolen bases. These teams use 
their speed to steal bases. Here are 
three examples of speediness. 
1. Cheetahs- These black polka-
dotted felines are the fastest land 
mammal. A cheetah can race up to 
speeds of 70 miles per hour. According 
to nationalgeographic.com, cheetahs 
can chase their prey at about half that 
speed. If there were cheetahs rounding 
the bases, they would run over each 
player as well. 
2. Michael Johnson-The Baylor 
grad was one of the fastest men in the 
world. He dominated the Olympic scene 
with a win in the 200-meter dash and 
the 400-meter dash in 1996 in Atlanta. 
Johnson was also the 400-meter 
champion and also was a member of 
the winning 4x400-meter relay team in 
the 2000 Olympics in Sydney. Johnson 
was also a world champion various 
times in 1995 and 2000. 
3. Speedy Gonzales- Gonzales 
always escaped the clutches of 
Sylvester, the black and white pussycat. 
Hanna-Barbera created the little 
cartoon mouse with a sombrero that 
screamed, "Arriba! Arriba! Arriba!" 
-Kevin Murphy 
BASEBALL I EASTERN 9, SAINT LOUIS 1 
SLU errors help Panthers win 
Six of the nine Eastern 
runs were unearned 
By Matt Daniels 
Sports Edttor 
Walles, wild picches, ballcs and 
errors. 
These are miscakes all baseball 
teams cry to avoid. 
Saint Louis couldn't avoid 
them Tuesday against Eastern. 
The Panthers capitalized on 
SLU's blunders on their way 
co a 9-1 non-conference win at 
Coaches Stadium. 
Eastern scored four runs in the 
first inning on only cwo hies. And 
the cwo hies didn't even drive in 
runs. 
Eascern center:6dder Bren 
Nommensen led off the game by 
hitting a gcoundball to second. 
Billi.ken second baseman Tom 
Pinnell fielded the ball cleanly, 
but threw it away, which allowed 
Nommensen to reach. 
Eastern second baseman Jordan 
Kreke lined a single inco left field, 
and fuse baseman Erik Huber 
reached on an infield single. 
Then the multitude of wallcs 
allowed by SLU Starting pitcher 
Blake Braccher began. 
Braccher, normally an 
outfielder, made his fuse pitching 
appearance of the year, walked 
three baners in the first inning, 
forcing in a run each time. 
"Nothing againsc thac pitcher, 
but he jusr wasn't good enough co 
gee us out with the picches unless 
we swung at bad pitches ouc of 
TRACK I lYPES OF SHOES 
the zone," said Eastern head coach 
Jim Schmicz. 
The Panthers displayed 
patience against Bratcher, who 
threw 45 picches in the fuse 
inning. Of the 45 pitches, 24 were 
balls. 
"He was all over the place," 
said Ryan Campbell, Eastem's 
third baseman who walked in his 
second place appearance against 
Bratcher and finished 2-for-4 with 
an RBI. "It was kind of tough to 
gee a feel for him if he was going 
co throw a strike." 
Braccher's defense faltered 
behind him also in the first 
inning. 
Eascem shortstop Adam 
Varrassi hit a Sy ball in the gap 
between lefc field and cencer 
field. 
SLU centerfielder LJ. Warson 
ran over to catch the ball, but the 
ball popped out of his glove when 
he attempted to make the catch. 
Wacson's error brought in 
Eastern's Mike Astrouski, who 
reached via a walk. 
"Getting up early was huge 
because then we could kind of 
relax and settle in and that's what 
happened coclay,'' Campbell said. 
While Braccher struggled and 
only lasced 1 2/3 innings, Panther 
Chris Vaculik excelled. 
Vaculik had scruggled all year, 
saying he needed a productive 
outing to get his confidence back. 
He came into Tuesday's game 
with a 12.75 ERA in 10 relief 
appearances. 
Bue Vaculik, who made his 
first scan of the year, was effective 
JOHN BAllEY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Senior pitcher Chris Vaculik pitched four shutout innings during 
Tuesday afternoon's baseball game at Coaches Stadium against Saint 
Louis University. Eastern improves to 8-11 with this win. 
in his four innings of work. 
The senior allowed three hies 
and did not give up a run. 
He also struck out three, did 
not issue a walk and lowered his 
ERA to 9.56. 
n SEE BASEBAU.1 PAGE 10 
JOHN BAILFf I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Track and field is off and running and that means the closet doors are open as both the men and women try to find their "track or field" shoes 
that they have stored away during the winter. 
Many shoe options for track & field 
Athletes' footwear 
options vary by event 
By Scott Richey 
Online News Editor 
Senior thrower Austin Hogue 
has worn the same pair of javelin 
boors for the past three years. 
The coe is almost worn through, 
but the boocs are still usable. 
To wear the same pair of shoes 
in track and field so long is against 
the norm, buc Hogue said there is 
one reason he's worn his since his 
sophomore year. 
"Ic's hard co find a size 16 
javelin shoe," he said. 
Hogue said he has different 
shoes to compete in his other 
throwing evencs, the shoe put and 
discus. Members of Eastern's men's 
basketball ceam wear a ream shoe. 
Eastern baseball players wear 
Nike cleacs for the mosc pare, 
with some preferring Reebok, but 
baseball clears, regardless of brand, 
are very similar. The same cannot 
be said for track and fidd shoes. 
Training Shoes vs. Competition 
Shoes 
Head crack coach Tom Akers 
said there are differences not 
only between uaining shoes and 
competition shoes but also among 
the differenc cypes of training 
shoes as well. 
H SEE SHOES, PAGE 10 
